Assessment of Undiscovered Technically Recoverable Oil and Gas Resources of the Nation’s Outer Continental Shelf, 2016a

### Undiscovered Technically Recoverable Oil and Gas Resources (UTRR) Mean* Estimates for Planning Areas

#### Regional Totals:
- **Alaska OCS**: 27.28 Bbo, 131.55 Tcf
- **Atlantic OCS**: 4.59 Bbo, 38.17 Tcf
- **Gulf of Mexico OCS**: 48.46 Bbo, 141.76 Tcf
- **Pacific OCS**: 10.20 Bbo, 16.10 Tcf
- **Total U.S. OCS**: 90.55 Bbo, 327.58 Tcf

### Oil and Gas BTU Equivalent in Quadrillions (1*10^{15})
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*Not evaluated in this study - petroleum potential is negligible.